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STRAIGHT TALK
“Only the God-planned life is successful. Only the life given over
to the care of the Lord is safe.”

THE RISE & FALL OF CAPITALISM
“THOSE WHO WILL NOT LEARN FROM THE PAST ARE
DOOMED TO REPEAT IT”
History is replete with cultures that rose to great
heights, and then fell. Egypt, Babylon, Assyria, Greece,
Rome, Britain, America ... all enjoyed greatness before
collapse. I suspect that few people understand what causes
the demise of empires, or how the formula for apparent
success and world dominance can empower them to rise,
and then cause them to plunge to failure?
Empires rise and fall. The very thing that builds them
also destroys them. Their collapses are determined by
something intrinsic to their very natures. Empires – even
from their beginning and through their years of glory and
prosperity – are doomed to fall. They always have; they
always will. The question is ... why?
By understanding our own experience here in America
we can learn something of the rise and fall of empires. What
did early America have that blessed her early settlers? And
what is it that now poisons her multitudes? How has her
former image of freedom and fairness changed to shame
and distrust? Why is she now seen as deceptive, dangerous, greedy and unethical? Today her ugly side is showing.
America once offered opportunity ... before the Eastern
Establishment took over ... before the spirit of the westward
pioneer was suffocated.
America started changing when the common people
lost their vision of freedom and fairness. This change of
character among the masses permitted the Beast System
to systematically infect Americans, confuse them and
debase their intelligence.
Generally, empires rise quickly and then slowly die
through a gradual slipping of their memory of truth. Americans today have no mental grasp of truth ... nor do they
understand freedom. They just don’t think about it.
THE KEY
The key to one’s grasp of freedom is their awareness of
the Beast System. Most of America’s first pioneers enjoyed
this freedom ... and even though their understanding of
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God’s truths may not have been complete, they knew
enough to put distance between themselves and the British
system. During that time, and including the early development years of the Beast on these shores, varying degrees of
freedom existed. That freedom, nurtured by the pioneers’
main textbook – the Bible – (without established churches
to distort God’s word) permitted an unspoiled and direct
chemistry to exist between them and Jesus. In other words,
early American pioneers were allowed to experience God’s
creation without the interference of Church and State.
In the American frontier the lack of British and European
government permitted freedom ... although it was seen by
some as a disadvantage. In fact it was the very thing that
allowed the seeds of truth to sprout and grow. It allowed the
pioneers to deal directly with the reality of God’s creation
and to develop a viable relationship with Jesus ... by experience if not by Bible learning. Their isolation from London’s
system removed the barrier that had stood between them
and Christ, and they found themselves, often by default, in a
natural ecclesian scenario of agrarian lifestyle with family
and community. There the true Christian spirit appeared.
However, as the pioneers developed their lands and
businesses in America the financial wolves in London
smelled a feast developing across the Atlantic. They trailed
after their prey with plans of stealing a percentage of the
pioneers’ produce. The wolves of religion, banking and
government always keep a keen eye out for anything they
can plunder and manipulate. As soon as the American
treasure was sufficient to attract them, the London wolves
smelled blood and followed their noses to the New World.
The second and third generation pioneers had forgotten
to be wary of preachers, bankers and politicians. The wolves
came in packs, and soon Capitalism was infecting the land.
HOW THE TOP 5% GET SO STINKING RICH
Capitalism is built on the foundation of USURY BANKING. Usury Banking works like a Ponzi Scheme where a few
top bankers end up owning 95% of the Earth’s wealth.
So, why do Americans agree to let bankers rape them
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year after year? Why are Americans so proud of their
system of Capitalism, Usury Banking and Debt? What gets
them hooked on such a stupid and destructive system?
Adopting Capitalism (a form of idolatry) is like taking
steroids that build your muscles but destroy your health ...
and eventually it kills you. Like steroids, Capitalism promises to help, but actually hurts. By the time idolators realize
they made bad decisions and lost the family farm it is too
late. This is the very nature of idolatry. At first it seems a
good thing. On the surface it is attractive. Then it works its
inevitable poison into the lives of those who fall for its false
promises. But make no mistake. If Americans weren’t stupid
and greedy they wouldn’t fall for the program. Capitalism,
which benefits the top 5% can’t succeed without a cooperative public. And what makes the public willing to cooperate
with a bunch of thieves at the top? Simply this: the common
American, down deep in his heart, is a greedy thief who
wants to be a big thief like the top bankers. Remember, you
can’t cheat an honest man. If people were honest they
wouldn’t tend to fall for schemes that cheat others. So it
was, and is, with Capitalism and America. Those who are
best at cheating and exploiting people are fat and happy
atop the pyramid. But their victims don’t understand the
system as well and aren’t as astute at thievery, and these
don’t fare as well as the more accomplished thieves.
THE IDEOLOGY OF THIEVES
Capitalism is the doctrine of “the merchants of the
earth” (Rev. 18:3) who “grow rich through the power of
Babylon’s excesses.” This Capitalist system of the merchants of the earth is depicted in Rev. 18:12-13 as having
values prioritized in this order: “gold, silver, and precious
stones” at the top, and “souls of men” at the bottom. This
system believes that capital (profit or gain) is the ultimate
good, and them that pursue this goal are the most honored
among men. Capitalists worship the wealthy. Anything or
anyone that achieves profit and wealth is righteous ...
regardless who or how many poor folks must be killed or
destroyed in the process. For a Capitalist, only profit and
wealth are sacred. Family, a man’s word, even God cannot
compete. To pass up an opportunity to exploit a situation for
profit is shameful: the unforgivable sin.
Rohm Emmanuel, Obama’s chief of staff, was quoted to
say: "You never want a serious crisis to go to waste. And
what I mean by that is an opportunity to do things you think
you could not do before." Capitalists think it a sin to not
take advantage of another’s bad luck. Indeed, Wall Street is
built upon the principle of outsmarting your neighbor in such
a way that his lost money ends up in your account. This
makes you “a winner.” Winning and profiting are EVERYTHING to a Capitalist. Thus do they conduct war.
LEARN OF CHRIST ... OR STAY DEAD
28. Come to me, all you that labor and are heavy laden, and
I will give you rest.
29. Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek
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and lowly in heart: and you shall find rest to your souls.
30. For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.
Mtt. 11:28-30
American pioneers were not prepared to match financial
wits with the wolves from London. They had forgotten that
those wolves would rob them of the freedom they had so
diligently sought and so enjoyed. The wolves came ... like
the serpent came to Eden.
The worship of capital is idolatry. It builds walls between
men and God ... and when man separates himself from God
he makes himself a vulnerable prey for the wolves of the
Beast System.
BANKERS DESCEND UPON THE NEW WORLD
Eighteenth-century Capitalists in London cast their nets
westward to steal the profits from the New World. By the
time the pioneers were in their second and third generations
they had forgotten the reasons their fathers had migrated
away from London.
The preachers came first ... to soften them up. These
paved the way for the politicians, who then paved the way for
the bankers ... who, after all, engineered the whole plan.
It is the way of the serpent system. It appeals to the
ignorant and the corrupt by promising quick and easy profit
(usury and stock trading). Thus, usury banking conquers
men who have been convinced that certain kinds of thievery
are permissible. The preachers taught them that God’s laws
had been abolished ... including the law against usury.
Churches and politicians sold idolatry to the gullible and
greedy. Soon the bankers were teaching them how to
compete with one another, and to out wit one another, stab
each other in the back to grab “their share” of the pie ... to
beat their neighbors at the game of Capitalism ... to profit by
any means. This all feeds on greed and godlessness.
CAPITALISM IS A PARASITE
Like a fungal growth, capitalism attaches to gullible
societies and feeds on them. At first the new appendage
(fungal growth) is perceived to be part of your own body.
Eventually, however, the fungus grows larger than its host,
and it becomes evident that it is a separate thing ... but by
then it is too late and the parasite rules its host. Thus,
bankers (Capitalists) exploit the greedy and the godless.
Eventually the host is unable to support the parasitic
growth, so the parasite begins reaching out to infect other
nations ... to attach to them also and take them over via
wars, treaties, and especially DEBT via unpayable loans
through the World Bank. This is the earmark of empire.
Western banks have conquered more governments and
gained more territory by loans than by bullets and bombs.
Thus, has Capitalism shaped the west (Europe, Britain
and America). Thus have the beasts of Revelation 13, first
from the sea (Rev. 13:1), and then from the land (Rev. 13:11)
conquered America via banking, politics, and religion.
But the prey must first be willing to rise to the bait. It is
the nature of idolatry. Here we see the working of the flesh:
•
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1. the lust of the flesh, 2. the lust of the eyes, and 3. the
pride of life (I Jn. 2:16). This is man lusting after wrong
things. This makes man vulnerable to the wiles of preachers, politicians and bankers. These three sales points were
the very ones that seduced Adam (Gen 3:6), but not Jesus
(Mtt. 4:1-10).
Thus, did Capitalism find its way into the hearts of
misdirected Americans. Thus did Americans follow the pied
pipers of Capitalism to their own destruction.
In its early decades Capitalism appeared to be lifting
America up. She seemed a rising star. Unfortunately, as she
was enjoying her success she came to realize that she had
become terminally ill. Capitalism had poisoned her. The
Beast’s poison comes in various flavors – Socialism,
Communism, Democratism, Republicanism, Monarchism,
Fascism, etc.. All methods of making men into gods.
All forms of idolatry are deadly poison.
2 CHRONICLES 7
19. But if you turn away, and forsake my statutes and my
commandments, which I have set before you, and shall go
and serve other gods, and worship them;
20. Then will I pluck you up by the roots out of my land which
I have given you; and this house, which I have sanctified for
my name, will I cast out of my sight, and will make it to be a
proverb and a byword among all nations.
21. And this house, which is high, shall be an astonishment
to every one that passes by it; so that he shall say, Why has
Yahweh done thus to this land, and to this house?
22. And it shall be answered, Because they forsook Yahweh
God of their fathers, who brought them forth out of the land of
Egypt, and acquired other gods, and worshipped them, and
served them: therefore has He brought all this evil upon them.
JEREMIAH 23
31. Behold, I am against the prophets, says Yahweh, that
use their tongues, and say, “He says.”
32. Behold, I am against them that prophesy false dreams,
says Yahweh, and do tell them, and cause my people to err
by their lies, and by their lightness; yet I sent them not, nor
commanded them: therefore they shall not profit this people
at all, says Yahweh.
39. Therefore, behold, I, even I, will utterly forget you (the
people), and I will forsake you, and the city that I gave you
and your fathers, and cast you out of my presence:
The many downfalls of Israel were caused by her
alienation from God. It seems that men are constantly
hunting for new and better ways to circumvent God. From
the beginning of time man has sought to replace God with
himself. Natural man wants to be his own god.
AMERICAN CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES
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Adam, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob were called out to
receive “life” in a spiritually dead world. God bestowed “life”
upon these chosen to offer a better way to mankind. This
introduction of light (God’s spirit) into a dark world created a
struggle between life and death. This new life created a
struggle because it exposed darkness (i.e., destructive
ways of death).
God gave Adam a new paradigm. He gave him LIGHT –
a potential for good – a new view of the world. This was new
to mankind. God gave Adam “life” ... and the means to
maintain it. It was called “the tree of life.”
Adam chose to forfeit his new gift of “life” and opted
instead for the “serpent” system that promised him he could
be “as God.” Thus, Adam died (he lost the gift of life God
had just given him). His death occurred “in the day that he
ate of it (when he bought the serpent’s lie).
But God didn’t permit his gift of “life” to be lost. He
continued showing and implanting “life” into select men,
encouraging them to live ... as examples to others. However,
in the tradition of Adam, Israelites repeatedly chose “death”
... and passed their death to mankind (Rm. 5:17).
The history of Israel has been a struggle between “life”
(God’s gift) and “death” (man’s natural way).
19. I call heaven and earth to record this day against you,
that I have set before you LIFE and DEATH, blessing and
cursing: therefore choose LIFE, that both you and your seed
may live.
– Dt. 30:19
This struggle, in short, is the message of the Bible.
10. I am come that they (the remnant) might have LIFE, and
that they might have it more abundantly.
– Jn 10:10
Israelites, more than any other genetic family on Earth,
have been blessed repeatedly by God’s grace. By the same
token, they have historically opted against the “life” God
offers them. They fight it for the singular reason that it asks
them to relinquish their lust for godship; to resist man’s
natural agenda of greed, self-centered “me-ism,” and every
child’s obsession with sampling the forbidden “delicacies” of
sin (“the forbidden fruit”). Thus, mankind (including Israel)
has tended to prefer “the lust of the eyes, the lust of the
flesh, and the pride of life” (1 Jn 2:16).
ISRAEL’S FAILURES
Israelites have a history of failure. From the time of
Jacob till now, God’s grace and gifts to Israel have been
used, abused, and discarded. Israelites tend to “grow fat,
and kick” (Dt. 32:15) (i.e., we profit from God’s gifts and
then turn arrogant and unthankful). We see this today quite
clearly in America.
When I speak of “genetic Israel,” I don’t mean the little
state in the middle east labeled “Israel” today. Rather, I’m
talking about true genetic descendants of Jacob ... the
European, Germanic, Saxon types who today comprise
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most of the Beast System and are godless idolators.
God visited and blessed Jacob and his family. How did
they repay God? By fighting among themselves, spurning
God’s laws, and following their “bellies” (Gen. 3:14).
God visited and delivered the Children of Israel through
Moses. He delivered them from slavery. How did they repay
Him? By returning to their past idolatries and preferring
slavery rather than freedom. They were the “angels” who “fell
in the wilderness” (Heb. 3:17).
God sent prophets to Israel to show them the way out of
darkness. How did Israel repay God? By killing his prophets
(Mtt. 23:31).
God sent his own Son to Israel ... to bring life, light and
redemption. For this supreme act of love, Israel conspired
with anti-Christ Jews to murder God’s Son (Acts 3:13-19;
4:27; 7:52).
God raised up Jesus to become Savior and King to
revive LIFE in Israel. How has Israel responded to this
ultimate act of love? By abandoning their King and Savior,
and by embracing the Beast System ... today called The
New World Order. Today, only a small remnant of faithful
recognize and serve their King. This remnant is referred to in
Scripture as “New Jerusalem.” Most genetic Israelites have
joined the Babylonians and followed their lawmakers who
are the “abomination that makes desolate that stands in the
holy place (ruling as gods) (Mtt. 24:15). They are genetic
Israel and they have, for the most part, chosen the serpent
system over God’s system. They’ve chosen the way of
Babylon that dethrones God and puts man in God’s place.
They worship a golden calf ... called “government.” As they
worship the Government system they are complicit in the
blasphemy that lusts for godship “You shall be as gods,
knowing good and evil” (Gen. 3:5).
In other words, man continues to opt for the serpent’s
lie. They fail to learn from history. They fail to learn from
God’s love. They continue to follow themselves rather than
God. They continue to choose death rather than life.
We see Israel failing and falling today as we look at
America. She is sick and dying. There is no remedy ...
except one. That one remedy is the direct intervention of
God Himself bringing repentance and revival of “life” to a
dead people ... as described in the book of Ezekiel chapter
37. This would require that Americans repent and turn from
self-worship and the idiocy that is destroying them.
THE MANY FACES OF THE SERPENT
Mankind is plagued with “isms” – each one is a facet, or
face, of the Beast System ... and each one has its own
twist on how man can be a god. These faces include:
Hinduism, Zoroastrianism, Mithraism, Judaism, Hellenism,
Romanism, Democratism, Republicanism, Catholicism,
Protestantism, Mormonism, Communism, Socialism,
Fascism, Nazism, Deism, Capitalism, just to name a few.
All these “isims” represent ways of death as per the Serpent
of Genesis 3 and Revelation 12, 13, & 20.
I hope you will give these some thought, and take some
time to define them and research them ... especially the
ones that greatly affect us here in America.
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DEMOCRATISM & CAPITALISM
In America today these death cults are combined in a
system called “Democratic Capitalism.” This is the ideology
that the US Government, and the bankers who own it, are
trying to force upon the whole world at gun point. They are
“the merchants of the earth” and by this system they are
raping and spoiling one nation after another.
Their method works well ... up to a point. It looks
enticing at first. But today we are beginning to see a new
trend. The bankers’ illusion seems to be losing its shine.
They are acting out of character, exposing their true motives. They appear to be drunk at the wheel ... steering
badly and drawing unwanted attention to themselves.
Whereas they once came off as competent, now they are
looking sloppy and desperate. They are losing their finesse,
but so far they have not lost their power. Their Military
Industrial Complex runs on muscle, not finesse.
It is the cyclic nature of empires. They rise, then they
fall. Ironically, the same deceptions they use to get them to
the top are also the ones that eventually discredit them.
Capitalistic Militarism appears at first appears to be
successful. It grows and becomes powerful, but is growth is
based upon lies ... and lies always come back to bite you.
One of the biggest lies is that Capitalism can make you rich
and successful. The truth is, Capitalism is a Ponzi Scheme
where participants think they are profiting, but in fact they
will eventually lose everything and only the few at the top will
walk away with profit.
The “good years” (so-called) in America are gone. The
boys at the top are grabbing all they can while they can.
Capitalism has seen its day and is now evolving into
something else ... which probably will be a less organized
police state. It could turn into a temporary Socialism of the
Soviet type. Or it could be sectioned under political lords or
military gangs. Or it could become something else that I
can’t foresee ... but it is obvious that a change of some sort
is underway ... and woe to those who don’t see it coming.
Americans are reaping the inevitable fruits of their years
of irresponsibility and idolatry. Times are getting bad ... but
they will get worse, believe me. We are on the downside of
the Capitalist curve, and most people will not know how to
survive it. They will become abject victims and slaves.
This will not happen to those of us who have “eyes to
see, and ears to hear.” The middle class is quickly disappearing. In the words of Paul Craig Roberts, the US System
is “dismantling the ladders of upward mobility.” In other
words, Capitalism has reached its zenith and is now on the
natural decline that all pyramid schemes must suffer after
raping and plundering its victims into poverty.
The US’s current phase of NeoCon Imperialism was
implemented after the collapse of the Soviet Union. The
Neo-Cons saw their chance, took over government and
activated their idea of World Hegemony while the US
Government had no peers and could rule uncontested.
It is a failed ideology and it is crumbling all around us. If
you agree with me , PRAY FOR REPENTANCE IN
AMERICA.
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